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What happened in Austria?

- Survivors meetings
  - Three Austrian cities
  - Monthly meetings
  - Different settings: Meetings in a pub, activities (bowling, painting, …) or meetings with a coach
  - Seminars

- Mentoring programme
  - 3rd preparation course for the mentoring programme takes place this year

- Visits in the hospital
  - Vienna: weekley, 12 Survivors
  - Linz and Innsbruck: after request
What happened in Austria?

- Summer party
  - 25 Survivors
  - With a barbecue
  - small cottage

- Yearly Workshop of active Survivors
  - Support the networking between different groups
  - Support the communication
  - Exchange of ideas
What happened in Austria?

- **Public relation**
  - New Logo
  - Creation of an Image Folder
  - Relaunch of the website ([www.survivors.at](http://www.survivors.at))
    - Until now only German
    - In future some information in English
Future plans

- 2013 celebration 10 years anniversary
- Relaunch the electronic newsletter
- „Sonneninsel“ (Island of Sun) – The 1st Austrian aftercare centre will open
  - Preparation of activities for survivors
  - Extend the offer for survivors